May 2021

Will Summer volume be normal volume?
Every year in May the North American produce
industry begins to prepare itself for the increase in
volume that comes with the summer months. It all
starts with the May long weekends, an event we
affectionately call May two-four in Canada, referring
both to the date on the calendar and the traditional
pack size of our favorite summer beverage. The
question on everyone's mind is will produce volume
be similar to a typical summer? Or is the idea of a typical summer gone the way of the
Dodo? If the latter, then what do we have in store for us this year?
You may have noticed a few changes with this month's Newsletter. This is our twentieth
edition, so it was time for a bit of a change. Let us know if you like it.

Like our Newsletter? Share it, we don’t mind, really.
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What you always
wanted to know about
berry customers, but
were afraid to ask

Join us as we bask in
the warmth of the
shop floor to see
what's going on.

I hope you enjoy this month's Execulytics
Newsletter, guaranteed to better prepare you for
the months ahead or your money back (easy
promise to make for a free newsletter). If you are
serious about being better prepared, become a
partner to our first look at the post-COVID
consumer. This month, Execulytics will survey 1,000
vaccinated and 1,000 non-vaccinated Canadians
probing their views on everything from organics to
fair trade, greenhouse to local, packaged to value
added. We will even ask their views on air travel, working from home and where they plan
to eat their food this year. We can better understand how the safety of the vaccine has
changed consumer opinions and get a glimpse of what to expect when the pandemic is
finally behind us. With an ability to narrow the field down to purchasers of specific
products, this research, a part of our Produce DNA service, could be exactly what your
business needs to understand your customer in a post-COVID economy. Click the picture to
learn more, we've held over our Anniversary special pricing for the month.

Produce Moneyball

As mentioned previously, this is the twentieth edition of the Execulytics Newsletter.
Perhaps now would be a good time to re-introduce the concept of Produce Moneyball
for all the new readers who have recently signed up.
In Produce Moneyball we deep dive the history of three items that are important to the

month we are about to enter. To do this, we first must polish off our dusty archives and
for each of the three items retrieve the weekly costs during the month of June for the
last ten years. Next, we do a whole lot of number crunching, but don't worry, we do this
behind the scenes so as not to bore you with a bunch of mundane calculations. The
number crunching eventually results in an equation telling us the long term direction of
the costs. Once we take into account seasonality, the last step is to punch in some
future dates and like magic, out spits a week by week prediction for this year's FOB
costs.
We call this section Produce Moneyball as a tribute to the movie Moneyball
immortalizing Billy Beane and his use of analytics to drive success on the baseball field.
With Produce Moneyball, we use analytics to help you drive success in a different type
of field. Keep reading to see which important items are reviewed this month. But be
warned, predicting the future is tricky business, unforeseen circumstances could render
the predictions less than accurate, so tread carefully.

12 x 1 Pint Blueberries
The most amazing thing about Blueberries is just how topical they are these days. You can
hardly get through a day in this industry without reading an article about the massive
amount of new volume, or about the insatiable demand or even about the miraculous
health benefits of the noble blueberry. I think it's safe to say; 'If you're on the blueberry
train, stay put. If you're not on it, get on it.'

Also amazing is that the cost sustains an annual inflation rate of 2.1% despite all the new
volume coming on stream. That says a lot about demand. Not only can blueberry demand
absorb all the new volume, it continues to put upward pressure on cost. Nevertheless,
June experiences a seasonal drop. Produce Moneyball predicts a cost north of $23 FOB to
start and dropping throughout the month.

24 ct Wrapped Iceberg
Ordinarily in this feature we review the cost history of a seasonally relevant product. Every
once in a while though we like to deep dive into one of the produce commodities. By
definition they have a pretty flat demand curve and hence no real season to look forward
to. This month we review one of the most commoditized products in the produce
department, iceberg lettuce.

With a flat demand curve, even small fluctuations in supply create dramatic swings in cost.
We see this to be case with 24 ct wrapped iceberg lettuce. FOB costs range between $8
and $28 over this time period and experience an annual inflation rate of 3.5%. Produce
Moneyball predicts FOB costs in the mid to high teens with costs increasing as the month
progresses.

18 lb. Green Seedless Grapes
Seedless grapes really come into their own at the end of summer but they do make a
splash at the beginning of summer too. While we still mostly refer to grapes by their color,
they are increasingly being sold at the grocery store by their variety and customers are
starting to ask for them by name. In fact this analysis was built using an amalgamation of
no less than five unique varieties.

It's pretty common for green seedless grapes to begin the month of June at a higher cost
that consistently declines weekly. The jagged graph above demonstrates this, along with
an annual inflation rate of 2.5%. With this information, Produce Moneyball predicts an
opening cost of just below $25 FOB and declining throughout the month ending at just
above $21 FOB.

If Produce Moneyball is your thing,
you'll love the 2021 Produce Almanac.
Jammed with historic and predicted
costs, organic premiums, retail prices
plus other stats related to the produce
markets. Click the button below and
read feedback from past readers, learn
about more features and see a preview
of the 2021 edition.

Produce Almanac

That’s what she (and he) said

Berries. What makes them so
important? Why not apples or
bananas? They're pretty
universal. Or melons or
pineapples? They're high ring.
Berries though are both high
ring and highly consumable.
They are a top choice to be
eaten out of hand, as a yogurt
topper, in smoothies they even
work wonders in baking. But like
most fruit, berry varieties are
seasonal. Many people enjoy
strawberries or blueberries,
others, raspberries, some, albeit
fewer, like blackberries. Then
there are those who buy them
all, almost interchangeably. When it's off-season for one, it's on-season for another,
and these customers don't care. They purchase large quantities of high ring berries
all year, and it doesn't matter what kind. You should get to know this customer that
we call the 'Berry Lover'. So that's what we'll do.

Berry Lovers.
What do we know about them?
For one, they make up nearly one-fifth of the population. Think about
that for a second. If you are in the business of selling to the end
consumer, one out of every five people will buy whatever berry you
throw at them. Consider what that means for ad planning, offer one
variety, offer two, heck offer them all, you'll always have a winner. If
you happen to sell somewhere further up the supply chain, it's good to
know what makes your customers' customer tick. HINT: it's berries.

Okay, so there are lots of berry lovers out there. But who are they?
Looking specifically at where berry lovers live, the first speedometer
below shows us that consumers from Quebec are 23% more likely to be
classified in this group. And when we compare the berry lover
consumer group with the full panel we see from the second
speedometer they are 14% more likely to be female and while there
does not appear to be any discernible pattern with respect to older versus younger consumers, the
third speedometer shows that the berry lovers group is 51% more likely to be between the ages 50
and 65. Perhaps this demographic is more into juicing, or maybe they enjoy a sweet burst of flavor
on their morning bran cereal.

Berry Lovers are most likely to be

Most interesting is the income of this group. Berry lovers are 91% more
likely to be in the highest income bracket of greater than $160K annually

as can be seen by the final speedometer on the left. In a nutshell, we've
got affluent women on the boundary of the Generation X and Baby
Boom generations. And if they hail from Quebec, that increases their
chances of being a part of this highly sought after group.

Okay, so we know who we're dealing with. Now what?
It's always nice to know who the customer is. It makes it easier to tailor
programs to the customer when you know who you are tailoring them for. But,
it is important to note that just because the data shows berry lovers are 14%
more likely to be female and Quebecers are 23% more likely to be berry lovers
doesn't mean you should forget about men from Ontario. There are Ontario
men who are berry lovers too and they are equally important, just not as
plentiful.
What's also good to know is how a potential consumer target group feels about
various product attributes. In the chart below we compare berry lover's
attitudes on organic, local and packaged produce. We asked our panel if they
make these types of produce their first choice always, sometimes, never or if
those attributes do not even measure in their selection criteria. The values
below show the percentage each group said either always or sometimes,
demonstrating that they favor that attribute.

We can see from the first bar that 8 out of 10 berry lovers have a favorable
opinion of organics. That is contrasted with just under 7 out 10 people from the

general population. The takeaway is that while organics are a popular attribute
across all consumer groups, berry lovers are a notch above on this scale. If you
were thinking of offering organic berries but were holding out or even if you
were delaying an assortment enhancement, now's as good a time as any. Berry
lovers will thank you.
As popular as organics are across the board, local produce is even more popular
with an 85% favorability score. And even at these lofty heights across the
populace, berry lovers still found room to surpass the general population.
Assuming that when available you have them, use this information as
justification for making a big deal about it. In fact shout about them from the
tallest multi-level display unit.

Lastly, we take a look at packaged produce. Both the berry lovers and the
general population are tossed about the need to purchase their produce with
protective packaging. Interesting to note that berry lovers are less enthused
about packaging considering berries require it. I guess they accept their berries
need to be packaged but want all other produce to be sold in bulk.

The bottom line: It's no surprise that berries are popular with consumers. It is a
little surprising that there are so many people that purchase all four major berry
types. Judging by their views on organic, local and packaged produce relative to
the general population, it appears as if this is a very socially aware group. It is a
good bet that product formats and shopping experiences that accentuate social
awareness will be a hit with this group. Fair Trade berries anyone?

Store Tours

Lots to see out in the stores. If you look hard enough you can see
signs we are emerging out of the pandemic. But not entirely,
there are other signs still that bring us back to the reality that we
are not out of the woods yet.

Ontario
Eye appeal is buy appeal OR eye candy can still loosen the wallet
While strolling through my local Longos store, something caught my eye. It was a banana
display. How ordinary is a banana display in a produce department? But this one was
different, it was all decked out in quirky signage. The monumental display did its job admirably
because it caused me to walk over. Once there I saw the quirky signage was riddled with a
whole lot of snappy one-liners all advising me that this was the only banana I should buy.
Okay, full disclosure, I am fully aware of the Equifruit merchandising package, so it wasn't
completely foreign to me. But I have never seen a store dressed up like this. I gotta say, I like
it. Good job on the display, now its up to the fruit to do the rest.
After enjoying the looks of the banana display I walked the rest of the department and
noticed other displays interrupting my shop. Both the citrus category and the greenhouse
vegetable category were displayed on impressive eight table blocks, both displays sporting

impressive assortments and good quality. It was like a lesson on generating impulse
purchases in this store.

Did somebody mention berries?

We heard from our consumer panel that they love berries. More than that, we learned that a
fairly large portion of the produce buying public actually purchase all four major berry
varieties. It's not so unreasonable to assume that a customer looking for strawberries, might

also purchase a different berry as well.
Smart move putting them together hoping to capture some incremental impulse purchases.
We see that above at Longos, Walmart and Real Canadian Superstore.

Holiday Merchandising on another level

Walmart has the right idea. Pictured above is an end cap and wing display selling dates for this
year's 30 day Ramadan celebrations. Catering to ALL their customers and picking up
incremental sales, Walmart did not go half-way either, printing signage for the event and
committing some prime real estate.

Chips anyone?

Just when we thought things were getting back to normal. In Ontario, we continue to be in a
pandemic induced lockdown. This means that only essential retail (including grocery stores)
can stay open. But this also means any grocery store selling non-grocery products must
block off the areas where these products are sold.
Above, at a Real Canadian Superstore, customers are met at the entrance of the Joe Fresh
clothing department with a heavy fortification made of potato chips and other snacks.
Below, we see a less obstructive blockade made of string and signage at Walmart.

Heard around the watercooler
Some of the articles we read last month that we couldn't wait to share with you
Slumping Categories

Big Year for Produce

More restaurant outings
means some categories
will decline. What about
Produce?

Operations Survey looks at
the challenges and
opportunities in the produce
department.

More food for CStores?

Vertical Farming craze

C-stores are facing
existential threats
necessitating a bigger food
focus

Vertical Farming is trendy,
due in part to the pandemic
fueled need for food
autonomy

If there are elements of this newsletter that you think could become a custom service
for your organization, drop me a line, I am available to discuss your business needs.
Feel free to forward this email to your colleagues and encourage them to subscribe by
sending their name and email address to info@execulytics.ca or by signing up at our
website execulytics.ca
Sincerely,
Managing Partner

Mike Mauti

Execulytics Consulting
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
info@execulytics.ca

